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Identifying Variables Worksheet     Name_______________________________ 
 
Directions:  For the following scenarios, define the IV (independent variable) and DV (dependent variable). 
 
 
1.  You want to test if insect repellant will actually keep away mosquitoes.  You spray insect repellent on 3 
people and no insect repellant on 3 other people.  You count the number of mosquito bites they each receive.  
 
  IV - ___________________________________________________________________________ 

  DV- __________________________________________________________________________  

   

 
 
 
2.  Your band teacher wants to find out if listening to the songs you are learning  
helps you actually play them better.  He has 6 trumpet players learn the song only  
by reading the music and practicing the song.  He has 6 other trumpet players read  
the music, practice the song, and listen to a CD with the song on it.  He then asks  
the students to perform the song and listens for mistakes. 
 
 IV - _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 DV- ________________________________________________________________________________  

  

 
 
3.  Several orchids are given plant food. Several other orchids (of the same type) are not given plant food.  The 
scientist counts the number of blooms on each flower spike to determine if plant food increased the number 
of blooms per spike. 
 
  IV - ___________________________________________________________________________ 

  DV- __________________________________________________________________________  

   

 

 
 
4.  A student wants to determine if giving a teachers gifts make them give less homework.   
He gives his math teacher a fancy calculator and his science teacher one million dollars.  He  
does not give gifts to his ELA teacher or his social studies teacher.  He then records how much 
homework each teacher assigns throughout the year.  
 
 IV - ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 DV- __________________________________________________________________________  
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5.  There is a hypothesis that children who are raised with animals and are exposed to germs  
have stronger immune systems than children who are raised in super clean homes with no  
animals.  A doctor examines the medical records of 100 12 year olds who were raised with  
pets and 100 12 year olds who were raised with no pets.  She counts the number of times  
that each child has been diagnosed with an infection. 
 
 IV - ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 DV- __________________________________________________________________________  

  
 
6.  Calcium is important for healthy bones.  Milk contains calcium.  A nutritionist studies if people who drink 
milk have healthier bones.  He takes 100 people who report drinking milk daily, and 100 people who never 
drink milk.  He performs a bone density test on each person, and determines their overall bone health. 
 
  IV - ____________________________________________________________________ 

  DV- ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
7.  Your local dog groomer tells you that dogs who get groomed regularly get less fleas and ticks.  You decide 
to test this on your own 4 dogs (You have a German Shepherd, a Chihuahua, a Pomeranian, and an mutt, in 
case you forgot.)  You get two of your dogs groomed every 2 weeks and let the other 2 dogs get completely 
stinky and un-groomed.  After 3 months, you examine the dogs for the presence of fleas and ticks. 
 
 IV - ____________________________________________________________________ 

 DV- ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
8.  Your local farmer wants to grow the biggest pumpkin possible so she can win the “biggest pumpkin” 
contest at the state fair.  She grows one pumpkin in manure and one pumpkin in regular soil, then determines 
their mass when they are full grown. 
 

 IV - ____________________________________________________________________ 

 DV- ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
9.  A researcher wants to know who enjoys summer vacation more - students or teachers.  In July, he surveys 
1000 school-age students and 1000 teachers to determine their level of happiness.   
 
 
 IV - ____________________________________________________________________ 

 DV- ___________________________________________________________________ 


